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The Creative Experience
Rambling ...
by Arnold Wolman
We are a class of amphibians in a
world of non-abstract abs t r a c ti on s
existing within ourselves and without
ourselves. Know your notself and your
wholeself will become vivid. Upon
nothing lies bliss . To be empty to be
all.
As Aldous Huxley states in Tomorrow,
Tomorrow and Tomorrow .... "It is our
conditioning which develops our consciousness; but in order to make full
use of this developed consciousness,
we must start by getting rid of the conditioning which developed it. By adding
concept u a 1 knowledge to conceptual
knowledge, we make conscious understanding possible; but this potential
understanding can be actualized only
when we have subtracted all that we
have added. " Society teaches us to
obey our father and our mother" for
"father knows best". But does he?
Aldous Huxley further states .... ' ' But
though it is our duty to ' honor our
father and our mother ,' it is also our
duty 'to hate our father and our mother,
our brethren and our sisters, yea and
our own life' that socially conditioned
life we take for granted. Though it is
necessary for us to add to our cultural
stock day by day, it is also necessary
subtract and subtract."
Thus we must continue to ask questions; we must question the experts,
even if the answers don ' t seem very
important to us or to our freedom - like
the Stop and Frisk bill - another freedom GONE. When our teachers, our
editors , our p are n ts dictate which
words to use and which words not to
use - for example I'm barred from using
certain taboo four letter words even
though they will (in certain cases) aid
an article - we must question their
right to bar our freedom and if our
freedom is ghettoized enough times we
must find a way, proper or not , to disarm and disband our captors.
Delinque'nce
Revelations
Blacks, yellows, whites, reds ... . all
reveal society. 'Physical stink is a
symptom of intellectual and moral inferiority. All the members of a certain
group stink physically. Therefore, they
are physically and intellectua ll y and
morally vile, and, as such, unfit to be
treated as equals.'
Wear a suit. Walk in the comidor "Majic'' Parents---Youuuuuuuuuuuu.
Goats among the berries, Weeds among
the dead. Melancholy snowdrifts piled
high, Melancholy BLUE.
Ever so lonely am I. And my father?
A great man? A hero? A smuck? Vision s
of HELL here at school. What noble
ambitions that THIS school can have
visions. Sycophantic Jews stink too ... .
L.S.D . a GOD
Mankind has unjustly jailed
Killing Messiah.
We need devotion to your thing. ''Sati,
or suttee: (H) the act or custom of a
Hindu widow willingly cremating herself or being cremated on the funeral
pile of her husband to show her devotion to him".
Was J.C. any better than Timothy
Leary? During the thirteenth century
few people, if any, washed. In fact,
soap was almost unknown . In England
no soap was made commercially until
halfway through the sixteenth century.
"A conception without stink and nastiness would have been the appearancewhat a blasphemy 1 - of being Immaculate." Just as during the thirteenth
century, where the poor were forced to
stink and were subsequently condemned ,
we have people - human beings who
are forced to live in slums so that they
too may stink. Yesterday a teacher told
me that during the Black march into
Cicero, two years ago, that all the Cicero gun shops were sold out.
funckin fuzzin
Aldous Huxley, the
funckin fuzzin
pro 1 if i c author of
funckin fuzzin
over ten major novbroken-drunken
els and three times
funckin fuzzin
as many essays and
greatly gassed
belles letters includrightly assed
ing, among the best-

springin mouse
trips
dealing dogwhips
tingling
cringing
funckin
fuzz in.

known novels: Island, Ape & Essence,
Brave New World and
Island, discusses
LSD favorably in his
chapter on Chemical
Persuasion in Brave
New World Revisited.
He later talks about
LSD-25 itself when he says "In LSD-25
(lysergic acid diethylamide) the pharmacologists have recently created another aspect of soma-a perception improver and vision-producer that is,
psysiologically speaking, almost costless. The extraordinary drug, which is
effective in doses as small as fifty or
even twenty-five millionths of a gram,
has power (like peyote) to transport
people into the other world. In the
majcrity of cases, the other world to
which LSD gives access is heavenly;
altemati vely it may be purgatorial or
even infernal. But positive or not
lysergic acid is felt by almost everyonewho undergoes it to be a profoundly
significant and enlightening. In any
event, the fact that minds can be
changed so radically at so little cost
to the body is altogether astonishing."
Perhaps it was this "minds can be
changed so radically'' that upset so
many parents after Timothy Leary , a
Ph. D, in psychology who served as research director of the Kaiser Foundation before joining the Harvard faculty
as a lecturer on social psychology, had
given LSD to various graduate students
at Harvard - 95% of whom testified
that it had "changed their lives for
the better. " Many parents were terrified
because for the first time their children
had real values; values that they - the
parents - didn ' t have.
History has proven and, I believe this
to be the c a se here, "Social processes:
The free expansive vision is molded
into the institutional. Hardly has the
institutional mortar set before there is
a new cortical upheaval, and explosive,
often ecstatic or prophetic revelation.
The prophet is promptly jailed. A hundred years later his followers are jailing the next visionary ... .
The university is the Establishment's
apparatus for training consciousnessconhactors . The intellectual ministry
of defense."*
Of course it would be unfair to end
this article without mentioning some of
the results - good and bad - from the
use and experimentation of LSD.
First let me mention a few of the people who have experimented with LSD or
other psychoto mimetic substances with
ve ry favorable results . To name just a
few of the ma ny I would. have to include
Philosopher: William James; Sexologist:
Havelock Ellis; Neurologist: Weir Mitchell and poet Walt Whitman.
Secondly I wish to quote this brief
from LSD by Richard Alpert, PH.D.,
Sidney Cohen M. D. - Chief, Psychosomatic Service Wadsworth V.A. Ho spital Los Angeles and Lawrence Schiller - Reporter ..... ''Late one night ..
I came upon ... a highway accident.
Teen-age college students who had
been drinking ........ , Killing instantly the .... (6) occupants of the car.
That accident was ... one example ...
of thousands of deaths caused each
year by drinking. And yet ... that one
acciJent killing more people than LSD
ever has in the fifteen years it has
been available. (There is more) "
We have all heard of the people who
"jump out of windows, commit suicide,
end up in Bellevue, freakout commit
'antisocial acts' and . . . the newest
propaganda, split their genes. Of the
latter, splitting genes, it has y'et to be
proven. Of the former there were some
truths but most of the "facts were disproven.
But what of the good res u 1 ts? We
don't hear much about them in the
paper and tabloids and so people don't
think there are any. But there are and
they can easily be read if people want
to read the medical journals where
medical reports are usually recorded.
But most of us don't. It goes back to
questioning, to sea r ching for truth.
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BLACK CAUCUS
CLAIMS INFO BOOTH
"I don't know what happened" , explained a somewhat shocked Mrs. Duffie, as she sat at her temporary desk
in the Evening School Registration
office, across the hall from her regular
domain, the Information Booth. "My
early crew, student aides Sonia Landow and Dan DeMuier, were opening
the Information booth, when they were
told that members of the Black Caucus
would be taking over the booth this
morning''.
Chapter 1 of a rather eventful day began just this way. At 8 :00 on the morning of July 25, by means of a thick
chain and a good deal of determination ,
the membe rs of a new campus activist
group , the Black Caucus , declared the
Information Center closed until their
group charter was ratified. A member
of the group was locked inside, while
the others picketed in the hall near the
elevators. A sign on the window declared that the student in the booth
would not leave or eat until recognition
was given. He didn ' t have to worry
about starvation-in fact, he didn't get
a chance to become hungry-because
the permanent charter was given less
than three hours later .
An organi zation charter is a form of
official recognition granted to campus
groups by the Student Senate, when the
group meets certain specifications.
Holding a charter entitles groups to the
privilege of requesting funds from Student Fees. Certain factions of the Senate had insisted th a t the Bl ack Caucus
did not Ii ve up to a very i m po rt an t
requirement-that it hold its meetings ,
and membership, open to all. It was
felt in many circles that Black Caucus
could potentially be a discriminatory
organization. The discussion over this
question ha d raged in va rious meetings
and committees for weeks, evidently
with little progress. Feeling that it had
adequately fulfilled its responsibility
to the Senate in submitting the appropriate material and following the proper
procedures, the membership of the
Caucus decided that t he time had come
for action.
How the decision was made to follow
this course of action, and who were th e
leaders of the demonstr a tion is not
really known. None of the membership
was available for comment on this matter.
What is known is that, although President Sachs and Dr. Lienemann of the
administration were both out of town on
that day, Dea n Goldberg stepped in to
the situation immediately, rallying the
the necessary forces. John M. Podraza,
Acting President of the Student Senate,
wrote in a communique to Dr. Moran:
The Student Senate wishes to inform
the members of the Black Caucus that
the Student Sen ate recogni zes the
change of the name of their organization from the Ci vil Rights Organization to the Black Caucus. The Student
Senate also recognizes their claims
to a permanent charter as valid.
Dr. Earl John Clark, acting upon the
statement by Podraza , then released a
second communique to Dean Goldberg,
clarifying the position of the Student
Affairs Council, of which he is Chairman.
... the Student Affairs Council accepts the Black Caucus' temporary
charter as valid, which entitles the
Black Caucus to privileges following
the granting of a temporary charter.
In the light of the statement made
to Vice President Robert J. Goldberg
on July 25, 1968 by Mr. John M. Podraza, acting President of the Student

The second half of this article which
will contain "LSD and its beneficial
results " + will appear in the next is sue of the PRINT .

Pick up your second copy of "Albeit"
poetry magazin e from Arnold Wolman
at the Print Office.

Senate that they acknowledge the
Black Caucus as already having a
charter, it would appear that the Student Affairs Council has no need for
further action.
Dr. Goldberg, armed with these two
statements, realized that the Administration should, indeed , endorse the
c ha rter for BC. He immediately relea sed
the following statement to Al vino Shin,
whom the BC had appointed as their
representative during the demonstration .
On the basis of ... communications
from Mr. John M. Podraza , Acting
President of the Student Senate of
Northeastern Illinois State College
and Dr. Earl John Oark, Cha irman of
the Student Affairs Co u n c i 1 dated
July 25, 1968, this is to notify you
that the Administration officially recognizes the Black Ca ucus group as a
chartered s tudent organization of this
institution.
We regret that this situation has
evolved from inneffecti ve communications .
At 11 :55 , the official announcement
was rea d over the Public Address by
Mr. Pitts , act ing Dean of Students. The
protest group immediately removed their
chain from the Information Center, and
normal business there resumed .
The demonstration ended immediately,
but the controversy didn't. In a Senate
meeting · that afternoon, a motion was
brought to the floor by Senator Kirk
th at the Sen a te should support a resolution passed unanimously the preceding Mond ay by the Student Aff a irs
Council. The resolution demanded " That
the Black Ca ucus go through the regular channels and receive a permanent
charter under the name of the Black
Caucus" .
The motion passed unanimously with
three abstentions, which meant in effect
that, because of technicalities , the
Senate refused to officially recognize
the permanent charter. Observers , however, felt that the resolution would
make little difference . "They acted
too late" insisted Teddy Willi a ms , a
spokesman for the Caucus, which had
no representa tives at the controversial
meeting.
Black Caucus also claimed a minor
victory this day against what they
termed the "racist institution". In a
flyer distributed at the Information Center, BC protested an advertising poster
for a recent TKE mixer:
Organizations here are cynically promoting racism by advertising programs
whose titles and illustrations are
insulting to Black People and which
gi ve reference to deeply in grained
negative stereotypes. All Black students see such signs while moving
from class to class.
The poster in question for a mixer
named "Ooom Yaa Yaa" showed a savage with bone in nose , and a spear in
hand. TKE, intending no insult by its
promotion, immediately withdrew the
objectionable posters, and sent the following letter to Black Caucus:
The members of Tau Kappa Epsilon
would like to formally apologize for
the misunderstanding which has taken
place. We now realize that the stereotype, found on our posters, can be
misconstrued as a derogatory cultural
form. We would like to state that it
was not done consciously o r with any
intent of malice. We will guarantee
that all of the posters will be removed
as soon as physically possible. In
the future we will be more aware as
to what appears on our posters. To
reiterate we would again like to apologize.
Black Caucus' pickets proclaimed,
"We demand recognition." The war
may not be over , but the biggest battle
has been fought, and it was a victory
fo r Black Caucus.
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or just to swap good-natured raps .
Everyone seems to be laughing.

The record ends. "More Music, WLS ,
89". The next record starts. The record ends . "This is the 9th out of ten
in a row" says the disk jockey. The
record begins.
Joel Sebastian looks serious . "WLS
has created a kind of monster with their
'More Music' " , he sighs. Joel is worried . He is the Captain of the Loyal
Opposition, WCFL . He is relaxing in a
small office a few steps from the main
studio, in which, a few moments before,
he had just bid farewell to the legions
of Chicagoland housewives who dial in
daily to hear their deep-voiced hero . He
was making reference to a recent twist
in rock radio programming. Called 'Music
Power', or any other of a myriad of catchy titles, it is based upon the premise
that teeny boppers and other young people are always on the move, and therefore need a pulsating, perpetual motion,
24-hour-a-day musical companionship .
Gene Taylor, General Manager of WLS,
is perfect 1 y happy with the "Music
Power" idea. In fact, Taylor, the man
who brought wall-to-wall rock music to
Chicago from New York sister station
WABC, is almost gleeful when he looks
at his latest Pulse rating survey . It
shows . his "More Music" way out in
front in every time slot but early morning, when WGN holds a slight edge.
In Taylor's office, and at WLS in general, the atmosphere is sharply different to that of the competition . Taylor
sits, framed in the front by his elegant,
yet clear desk (the only paperwork
thereupon is his copy of the ratings)
and in the rear by his large picture window, which offers visitors a panoramic
view , ironically, of Marina City . The
atmosphere throughout the station is
one of quiet , efficient, almost sterile
business . Visitors to the station are
promptly shuttled into a special viewing room , where they may observe the
studios, through three panes of glass ,
and watch the shows put together . Secretaries type away quietly , and newsmen in a cramped little room behind the
studio prepare the next newscast .
Across the river at WCFL, things are
quite different. The door to Master Control opens into a corridor just behind a
sign which reads "No visitors beyond
this point". That's a very ignored sign.
The massive speaker system in the control room blares the sounds of rock into
the halls, a good l.ure for inquisitive
guests. Just beyond the glass in master
control sits Joel himself, when he's
on the air, and he doesn't believe in
just introducing records . He practically
swallows the mike, dangling before his
nose like bait on a long, chromium
fishing pole. During records, he is in
constant motion , drumming the table, or
gyrating to the beat of his music. When
he's speaking, he starts close to his
mike and rocks back in his chair as he
builds up momento and volume .
There's work going on in the back offices, too, but it's drowned out by a
constant hum of frenzied activity. Almost anyone can run in and out of the
studios, and many autograph seekers
find that a valuable asset . Engineers
drop in from time to time with a joke,

And so it goes . Two very different
~tations, with very different staffs, are
in the same game. Trying to capture the
largest number of "young thinkers".
It's competition at its roughest. "We
welcome the competition", claims Taylor. "We've had it all to ourselves for
so long."
The competition to which Mr. Taylor
refers is the first radio station since
1960 to have been able to make itself
fel! in the ratings game against WLS,
which murdered the then pop king in
1960, WJJD . After numerous program
changes, WJJD has .never fully recovered . An attempt was made in 1963 by
WYNR, which was able to remain on
the air until about a year later. "Probably one of the reasons for their failure" , relates Taylor, "was the fact that
they used basically Negro personalities
with a kind of 'white music' sound ,
which is unacceptable to either audience".
WMAQ tried for a chunk of the WLS
pie in 1965, but they are just beginning
to regain the masses of listeners they
lost.
After WLS began to slide seriously in
the ratings for the first time last year,
the Powers That Be realized that something should be done. Enter the More
Music Machine. The jocks were ordered
to tighten their programs in every way
possible. They were no longer permitted
to say hello or goodbye at the beginning
or end of their programs. Familiar WLS
trademarks, like the Guest Teen DJ,
the Weber-Riley feud, Bruce Lovely,
and most of all, the friendly chatter of
DJs - where the Beatles will be this
weekend, what Davy Jones' favorite
soup is - dissappeared, probably forever.
How did the j o ck s feel about this
handicap? "My program manager, John
Rook , has to remind them almost daily
when he hears too much talk . DJs all
have egos , and it's hard to get them to
stop t alking" , reported Ta ylor.
With the st a tion which once billed
itself as "personality Radio" clearly
doing another thing, WCFL seemed rather happy . As recently as two months
ago , there were reportedly no plans in
the offing for tightening WCFL's programming. However, the all-powerful
ratings sheets had their say, and WCFL
was forced to buy a Musi c Machine if it
wished to stay in business .
Gerry G. Bishop, the morning man ,
was suffering the most in the ratings
game. He was forced to pack up his bag
of sound-effects cartridges, bid farewell
to Sheldon the Engineer, and take up
residence with Chicago's all-night
crowd . Dick Williamson now does mornings , armed with Much More Music Minus Merriment, and his show has been
taken over by the former Wild, but now
tamed, Italiam, Dick Biondi. Buddy Carr
takes the all-night trick during weekends, when both WC FL and WLS do
something new - present live programming on Sundays, with different jocks.
Formerly both stations had used pre-

_
The Music Machine in action-in the WCFL control room. Note racks of tape cartridges, each with a
different record or spot announcement.
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Super jock Lujack-He' s the jock that made
Chicago famous.

taped programs all day Sunday, with
only the news read in live.
Both stations have fallen into the More
Music bag because of that grand old
American sport-competition . Similarly, both have found it very profita ble.
But there could be a problem: both stations have come to sound incredibly
similar. This is partly because both
stations, to a certain extent, have been
using the same models . The models are
stations which have been programming
this way for some time, such as CKLW
in Windsor-Detroit, WKYC in Cleveland,
and WLS' sister, WABC in New York .
The question, then , is whether or not
in an effort to make the next competi~
tive move, one of the s tation s will unplug the Musi c Machine . Joel Sebastian
admits, "R>ck radio should be refreshing. It can ' t be predictable. You reach
a point where you have to change your
sound a little to keep it from getting
tired." Whether or not, however , the
stations will ever be able to loosen the
noose around their necks depends entirely upon their audience . It would
seem that both currently have almost
saturated schedules , with precious few
seconds available now for any More
Music.

If it is felt that another record must
be played in any given hour, wouldn't
the next logical step be the total elimination of what management appears to
criticize the most for wasting time the DJ? NO, assure Sebastian and
Taylor. Although they don't say much
any more, they still have a great value.
They add the human touch to the show.
Taylor is quick to cite the attempts by
two stations, WDGY in Minnesota and
WRIT in Milwaukee, to totally automate
their stations a few years back . The
attempt flopped, because people seemed
to resent being entertained by a machine. Although they don't want to hear
him ramble on about nothing, they want
to know that there's a human being at
the control, who can comp 1 a in along
with them about the stifling heat, or the
forecast for a foot of snow .
WLS' favorite example of quick , effective Human humor, able to rally a
massive audience, is none other than
Superjock himself. Known off the air as
Larry Lujack, he has the magic formula
for working with The Music Machine .
He can build up to and complete a gag ,
good enough to crack a smile on the
face of a commuter st ran de d on the
Kennedy, all in about eight seconds .
He throws in little comments about the
happenings of the day with a biting,
inimitable wit. He calls himself "the

0

by Bill Baker
and Ken Davis

jock who made Chicago fa mous" . He ' s
the onl y one who isn' t afraid to s hare
hi s mana gement problems with the audience. " Big Bad John (Rook) just called
me . . .I ' m busy now, don ' t bother me
when I' m on the air." He usually wraps
up the program with what must be the
most popular feature of his show - the
"Crank Letter of the Day" . Superjock
is probably the only jock in Chicago who
receives real crank mail - people write
crazy 1 et t er s just to hear him read
theirs, and spend a few seconds ridiculing and belittling the author. The
crowds love it.
The competition rages . But a curious
thing is happening. WLS felt that it s
news was dry and dull (" It was like
getting up and going to the wa s hroom .
You didn't want to , but you had t o do
it", mused Taylor), so they sho rt ened
the newscasts, imported new personalities Lyle Dean and Chuck Scott, and
used a more lively approach to the news .
WCFL countered by shortening thei r

I
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From Denver with love-WLS' Chuck Buell,
who likes spinning "ten in a row".

already lively newscasts, eliminating
some a 1 together, and moving their
newscast times to the quarter hour.
The competition is not just a game to
steal listeners from each other. New pop
listeners are coming on the scene every
day. W_h ether they are new people, just

5

starting to listen to radio, or others being stolen from different sounding stations is hard to say. The important
point is that the pop market is inc(easing
far more rapidiy than any other.
There seems to be the room, if not a
definite need, for both rock stations in
Chicago. The competition has caused
continual improvement of their products.
With the ratings for both stations climbing steadily, there seems to be no indi cation that business could ever
decline .
Just where it will go from here is
known, at this point, only by two groups
of p e op 1 e - the programming departments of both stations. Being in a major
market, with two influential stations
involved, they may just have a big hand
in shaping the future of rock radio in
general.
Larry Lujack is fond of calling WCFL
"The sinking Ship" . Whether or not it
is remains to be seen, for it seems to
be holding its own in the battle royal
against Chicago's oldest, most successful rock king, WLS .

Joel Sebastin, recently crowned Program Director of WCFL, is mostly responsible for the entire new
sound of his station.

WCFL's Barney Pip rallies huge audiences in
the evenings, since he aims his program directly
at the High School crowd.

Dick Biondi is just getting used to his new
schedule in the middle of the afternoon, which
puts him before an entirely new kind of audience.

MAY-JUNE 1968
6-l0A.M.
WLS -----WCFL_______..lg
WGNWINDWBBMWMAQWAIT-

WVON-

-11
- 8
18
14
7
8
7

6

l0A.M .-3
-11
18 - 7

3-7P.M.
-15
26 -11

10

8

9
8
5
11
4

8
6
6
8
5

7- Mid.
-20
35 -15
8
6
4
12
la
2

JUNE '62
WLS
WGN
WIND
WMAQ
WBBM

6-12A.M.
15
15
25
10
8

12-6P.M.
21
14
18
9
6

6- Mid.
26
14
15
9
5

12-6P.M.
16
16
16
11
6
8

6- Mid.
28

JUNE '63
6-12A.M.
WLS
WIND
WGN

WYNR
WBBM
WMAQ

i -------

~~

Battling WGN's Wally Ph1ll1ps in the early morning with rock music 1s no easy task , but Clark
Weber is consiste.ntly Wally's closest opposition.

13
27

13
8
9

7

9

8
11
4
8

These are the Pulse rating surveys for the period May-June 1968. Note that
WLS is far in the lead in all periods except early mornings, but that the potent
combination of WLS & WCFL, especially toward the evening hours, overpower
everything in the market.
Another interesting note is that in the similar ratings taken in 1962 and 1963,
WCFL had not even figured in the ratings game, but the new WCFL is consistently
high in the numbers .
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LINDA WINER RECEIVES
ROCKERFELLER GRANT
by Alicia Kouvelis
Occasionally word drifts down to the
hoi polloi regarding the intellectual
endeavors or accomplishments of a fellow member . At such a time as this one
realizes that a level of attainment is
achieved on an individual basis . Opportunities, while not for the asking,
are for the seeking.
This reporter is happy to inform the
citizen body of NISC of the good fortune
of a fellow comrade . Especially as this
individual, Miss Linda Winer, is a good
friend and co-worker. Linda, a music
major, is the recipient of a Rockerfeller Foundation grant . The amount allocated her is $10,000, to be used over

a period of two years. A fellowship or
grant of that size is extremely rare.
The program itself is divided into two
years, in the training of music critics .
The first year will be spent at the
University of Southern California, studying with Harold Schonberg of the New
York Times; Robert Marsh , Chicago Sun
Times; Alfred Frankenstein, San Francisco Chronicle; Martin Bernheimer,
Los Angeles Times; Raymond Kendall,
the Project Director; Paul Hume, Washington Post; and Halsey Stevens of the
University of Chicago. The Seco nd year
will be spent in apprenticeship to a
major city newspaper .
Linda first became aware of the program through reading an article discus-

sing it in the Chic ago Sun - Times
Sunday Showcase. Its author was none
other than Robert Marsh. He suggested
that interested persons write to the
University of Chicago for an application .
This, by the way, was of massive proportions, and would have dampened the
ardor of many would-be a pp 1 i cants.
The questions asked required a great
deal of analytical sophistication. The
answers were to be given in essay form,
with a maximum of four typed pages.
Some of the questions were:
1. Review a book and a recent concert.
2. Write a music a 1 assessment of
composer Igor Stravinsky.
3. Review recent recording of avant
garde composer Stockhausen.
4. Compare at least two Beethoven
symphonies by two different conductors; one trained in the school
of Toscanini, the other in the Furtwangler.
5. Compare two recordings of opera,
chosen from a given list.
After a suitable amount of time Linda
was notified that she was among the
twenty semifinalists chosen to be interviewed . This is done on a n at i O n a 1
basis, so the competition was widespread. The interview was less suesessful than the written entree _ in
Linda's words, "a fiasco". Her interviewers were Bernheimer, Marsh, and
Kendall. After promptly putting her at
ease, they proceeded to fire questions
at her such as: Explain the difficulties
encountered in playing a Beethoven
quartet that would not occur in baroque composition.
Linda assumed that she had been
disqualified by lack of extensive listening experience. However, a week
later she received notification of being
one of the five applicants in the nation
to receive the honor.
In deciding to compete for the grant,
Linda decided that she had "nothing to
lose and everything to gain" . Somehow,
she says, in spite of all the procedures
and the outcome, it "does not seem to
be a reality as yet" .

F OTO
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FILE

by Podraza
Last issue, we dealt with the not-sosimple box camera, and we discovered
that the box camera comes in a variety
of sizes and complexities. This issue
will look at the rangefinder camera .
Again, as with most types of camera,
there are a variety of models, each one
sporting different devices.
The big difference between the rangefinder and the box lies in control of the
camera and pictorial effect. · The rangefinder usually contains a variable shutter
speed, from a few seconds to 1/ 250 or
1/500 of a second, permitting the
photographer to take almost any type of
action shot. An operating aperture
mechanism, like the iris of the eye,
controls the amount of light reaching
the film. Finally, certain models have
a coupled rangefinder, which permits
the cameraman to focus sharply on any
point in front of the camera. (Cameras
without the coup 1 e d rangefinder are
focused by approximating the distance
to the subject and setting the camera
lens appropriately .)
Although the box camera's photographs
are moderately sharp, the improved lens
design on the rangefinder produces a
sharper image on the film. This sharp·
· bl e s hutter an d
ness o f image,
p1us vana
aperture, allow the photographer to
shoot action shots without the usual
blurred effect of the box. These features
· 1ate
a 1so perm1·t th e p h o t ograp h er t o 1so
the subject, and emphasize subjects in
·t h t
11
d
c·
port ra1 s o s , as we as pro uce me
sonic and architectural shots.
As with the box, the rangefinder has
its own drawbacks . The primary drawback is the effect known as parallax,
which is the result of the difference
between what you see and what you
photograph, because the viewing lens,
or finder, is in a different position than
the film lens. This can be corrected,
but at a cost.
Another drawback is the f O cus in g
mechanism, which in most rangefinders
is a split-image device. It requires the
user to watch two halves of an image
until both match. A person buying a
range finder should be sure that the

focusing device is easy to work with.
Aside from these drawbacks, the
rangefinder camera is a fine instrument .
It's designed not only as a recording
device, but as a fine tool in the area
of creative photography .
Next issue: The single lens reflexa newcomer.

ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
PONDERS PROBLEMS
The Student Activities Council, which
consists of one representative from
every authorized school club or organization met July 23rd, to plan for the
upcoming trimester .
Dean Zimmerman revealed plans for
an Open House at Northeastern in which
the clubs would provide the entertainment throughout the program. The Open
House promises to be an exciting day
for visitors and students alike. A
specific date has not been picked, but
Dean Zimmerman said it should be
presented the first week of October. A
tentative date was set for October 5th.
Also discussed by the Council were
th e co nditions in the cafeteria. Suggestions were made about improving the
cafeteria: ·cleanliness was an important
issue and the Council decided that it
would be helpful if the school hired
st udents to clean the area. Also suggested along these lines was the placement of disposal units by the exits to
encourage st udents to place their trays
and dirty dishes on them.
Hot Food Dispensers for night school
st udents were also suggeS ted .
The Council also looked for some way
of getting people to follow the courtesy
rules of the lunchroom . A prime example
was the students who play cards in the
lunchrooms. How could they be encouraged to play in the card and game room
E205 above the lunchroom?
One suggestion was to place a udio
equipment similar to that used at Bugghouse Square to remind students to be
considerate of others waiting to use the
cafeteria facilities .
All the ideas were passed on to the
Cafeteria Management .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SORRY
We find it necessary to discontinue all charge accounts for Northeastern
students.

Effective August 20, 1968
We would like to thank all the students who have lived up to their responsi bi Ii ties and paid their charge accounts promptly. However, a growing
number of students have failed to meet their ob Ii g at ions, forcing us to
discontinue charge accounts.

BECK'S BOOK STORE

FOLLETT'S BOOK STORE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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note: The previous "foco" reflected a
confidence in the generalized stipulation , that individual revolution maintain priority over the solicitation of
mass response . Thereby suggesting an
unintended and unnecessary implication,
th at there need exist , to varying degrees , a reas of i r rep a r ab 1 e conflict
between the individual and the emergence of a revolutionary class.
The "revolutionary individualism"
of the previous "foco" , is in complete
accord with Che when he s ays: "Individuality should be e xpressed in a
collective spirit. Every man has a right
to live, a right to survive, a right to an
equal share of the wealth ." Such individualism is in complete opposition to
the "commercial individualism of the
american way ." "Commercial individua lism" , is one of the most corrupt
things on the face of the earth, one person has no identification with another;
people · are ensl a ved, treated like cattle and brutalized to the utmost. As
Huey P . Newton , defense minister of
the Black P anther party , has said: " . ..
with the revolution a ry mo vement , we' re
wiping out this feeling of indi viduality;
the feeling that what is mine is mine ,
and what is yours is mine . We feel we
ha ve to share with any person who is
born on the face of the earth . "

TALKS OR NOT,
US MURDER CONTINUES

1

Chemica l and Bi olo gic a l Wa rfa re
(CBW), it's all part of " defending the
empire", of the holy red war, of the
struggle Washington and the Pentagon
find themselves committed to in the
empire ' s vain attempt to retain control
over co 1 on i zed people at home and
abroad .
CBW has already made its hushed debut in Vietn a m and anxiously awaits
its chance at Chica go , Berkeley , Watts ,
Harlem , and a dozen other potenti a lly
rebellious urban areas . The Army has
used riot gas, CS , to flush enemy s oldiers from tunnels and bunke rs , and
various chemical anticrop a gents to
pois on the food supplies of communities
loyal to the National L iberation Front.
(be careful what you buy in the ghetto
grocery) These munitions , however,
represent only the mildest weapons in
the Pentagon's arsen al of authority : at
the other end of this well builted coffin
a re lethal nerve gas es (like the ne rve
gas which killed 6,000 sheep at the
Army's Dugway Proving Ground in Utah
-(wonder which judas goat we'll elect
in '68 ' ) and virulent biological agents
such as: Cholera (method of dissemination, MOD: aerosol , water, insects;
mortality rate, MR: 10-80%), Dysentary
(MOD: aerosol, water; MR: 2-25%),
Pl_ague (MOD: aerosol, water, insects;
MR: usually fatal) , Smallpox (MOD:
aerosol, water; MR: 25-40%), Typhoid
fever (MOD: a erosol , water, insects;
MR: 10%), Typhus epidemic (MOD: aeros ol, water, insects; MR: 10-40%),
Yellow fever (MOD: aerosol , insects;
MR: 10%), and many more not so familiar
but just as , or more dea dly. *
Don 't kid yourself about Chem i ca 1
and Biological Warfare, by thinking
they're never going to use it, that ' s
wha t they al ways say . (rem em her the
"blood a nd guts 1 if er s" , with those
shiny gold s tars on their shoulders) The
US Army is already equipped, in Vietnam , with such weapons and is prepared
to use them in the event of a further
escal ation of the war.
As suggested in the articles of May
11 and July 20 of the Guardi an: " biological warfare constitutes the most
devastating strategic deterrent to 'people ' s wars ' for national liberation, for
the very reason that make nu c 1 ear
weapons inefficient for such use . Guerrilla armies operate in small widely
dispersed units that take maximum advantage of irregular terrain; they are
moreover highly mobile, never resting
at a given spot on a regular (and thus
predictable) basis. Nuclear weapons ,
which are most effective against dense,
stati c populations in open terrain , are
th•
~ quite ineffective as a deter-
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rent to guerrilla warfare in remote areas.
Biological weapons, however, employ
self-propagating organisms which are
spread by natural phenomena (wind and
rain) as well as by animals and man
himself. Thus an epidemic which occurs
in one part of a country will s 1 ow 1 y
spread to the rest of the country as natural (and unsuspecting) couriers travel
from one village to another ." Therefore,
biological warfare is capable of completely undermining the ability of any
group (with less me ans than the US
Government) to oppose the desires of
Washington and to protect and support
its constituency . This makes Biological
Warfare an ideal tool of suppression
for the defenders of the empire. It must
also be noted, that accord in g to the
U.S. Army Field Manual FM 3-10, "Employment of Chemical and Biological
Agents, " anti-personnel bi o 1 o g i ca 1
agents accomplish their effects on targets (that's what the Pentagon calls
people like you and me) with little or
no physical destruction of material and
structures . Thus the forces of the empire
will be able to save facilities for future
use by friendl y forces . (think about all
the money the insurances companies
are going to save, come the revolution)
Because, Biological Warfare agents
are highly infectious, produce death or
incapacitations among exposed popula tions ; c a n be produced on a militarily
significant scale, reta in their virulence
during production , stora ge, and tran s porta tion; are easily and effectively
disseminated, without exposing the user
to injury; and by their very nature (an
incubation period is required from the
time a BW agent enters the body until
it produces disease-thus BW agents
can be disseminated several days before
any noticeable effects occur) make it
impossible to · determine how and when ,
and by whom, the agent was originally
employed, the BW agent is recognized
as unique among the Penta gon's selection of mas s kill we apons . P erhaps
the cleverest way yet , to establish and
protect the "american way" , Potomac
style .
One assumes that resea rch centers
like Fort Detrich, with 120 Ph.D ' s,
110 M.S . 's , 320 B.S. 's and 14 M.D. 's
on its staff (so that ' s what we get degrees for), near Frederick Md.; Dugway
Proving Grounds in Utah, and the Naval Biological Laboratory (NBL) in
Oakl a nd Calif. (NBL , is administered
by the Uni ve rsity of California a t Berkle y-everyone in americ a's fighting this
wa r) are assured a busy future as long
as the bug merchants must content
with people, both at home and abroad,
who want to be free of the empire and
its cronies .
Now, please, don't try to tell me all
those nasty bugs are needed to protect
"our boys over there" -the only things
bugs will protect in Vietnam are buildings and the brass . If you doubt me ,
here's what a GI had to say about morale
in Vietnam and the GI' s relationship
with the brass: "Well, some days you're
out in the mud for 6 to 7 days without a
bath, with hardly any water, you get
pretty raunchy. Then they ( the brass)
pull an inspection and ask you why you
don ' t have sta rched fatigues and spitshine boots . Then they have foot and
and wall locker inspection, inspection
in ranks and four formations a day, one
at 6 a .m., 7, 12, and 5:30. This is in a
combat zone. AND YOUR NOT ALLOWED TO HA VE ANY AMMUNITON
IN YOUR POUCH, OR ANY WEAPONS.
They're supposed to be locked up in the
arms room . YOU CAN'T HAVE EVEN
A KNIFE, SO IF YOU'RE OVERRUN
OR MORTARED, YOUR HELPLESS .
They ' d have you wearing handcuffs if
they could . IT' S BECAUSE THE OFFICERS ARE AFRAID, BECAUSE IF
YOU HAD TOO MUCH TROUBLE WITH
THEM , YOU DID N' T SEE THEM AROUND ANYMORE . .. KNOW WHAT I
MEAN?"
*Sources: Milton Leitenberg, "Biological Weapons," Scientist and Citizen
(Aug.-Sept. 1967), pp. 160-61; J .H.
Rothschild, Tomorrow's Weapons (McGraw-Hill, 1964), pp. 198-205.

. .
our op1n1on.

For the most part, the yelling, debating, and talcing over is finished. Though
many don't seem to agree, Black Caucus has its permanent charter. We feel that
every group of students interested enough in a cause to subject themselves to the
necessary red tape involved in securing a charter deserves credit. We also feel
that the controversy surrounding the formation of BC - the claim that it would be
a discriminatory organization - is probably unfounded. The group will discriminate against all who are not wholly involved with and sincerely interested in taking an active part in the advancement of the black's cause at Northeastern.
True, if we are to be frank about the matter, this will probably eliminate almost
every white, but· this is discrimination against a belief, not a color. We welcome
any volunteers to the PRINT office, at any time of the night or day, who would
like to help us put this thing out, but an applicant who has no writing, artistic,
or sales talent must, of necessity , be discriminated against by us. We're sure that
every other group on this campus is essentially discriminatory in its selection of
members, because those not interested in the cause of the group cannot be effective and worthwhile within its structure.
But let us, for a moment, forget the discrimination issue. If a group of sincerely
interested members of a minority within our student body feels that it has just
cause to complain of mistreatment, and if that group also feels that it is able to
implement certain courses of action to correct the situation, should they not be
granted the right to attempt their goals? The white community at NISC does not,
we are sure, intentionally mistreat the members of the black, yet Black Caucus
is able to find enough instances of mistreatment to have termed Northeastern in
its bulletin a "racist institution" . That is probably somewhat of an exaggeration,
but the most impressive thing is that Bl ack Caucus appears to be an action group,
not a protest group. Too many self-proclaimed radicals or liberals spend their
time screaming about injustices, vowing to destroy all the evil in the world, but
never proposing a sound, useful plan for the creation of a better world. Hopefully,
Black Caucus will be a different type of activist group.
We accept and welcome Black Caucus , with reservations . We are concerned that
Black Caucus must appreci ate the prominence and power granted them in their
charter, and that they utilize these powers to their fullest extent, in a constructive manner. Northeastern stands ready and waiting for constructive forces.
PRINT, along with other groups and interested parties, will be watching the
progress of Black Caucus with more than a passive interest in the months to
come.
Well, no one's perfect. We reported to you in our last issue that Gary-Dale Stockmann, associate editor with our Loyal Opposition, the INFO, was a senator. He
isn ' t. He works extensively with Senate, is active in many ways , and attends
every meeting. (That ' s more than some senators can say) with Al Wilson, current
Chairman of INFO , leaving the staff in September, Stockmann moves up, taking
on a senator as his associate. The idea is to provide a varied perspective to the
articles - from the inside and the outs ide. O.K. Semisenator Stockmann, we've
straightened that out, and that' s enough talk about INFO for this issue.
A gentleman came to our office a week ago and explained that he'd left a briefcase in one of our carrels, replete with $15 worth of books. When he returned for
it, it was gone, but a considerate robber had scribbled across the table some
moronish dribble about "Zorro strikes again", and then went on to pay thanks
for the briefcase. Can anything be done about this? Of course not. It's all over
now, and hardly anyone thinks about that isolated incident any more. But as we
s tood in that carrel, we could vividly recall touring this place in the not-too-dist ant- past as a Hi gh School s enior, and hearing the tour guide explain that nobod y
ever had to worry about the c a rrels - just leave anything there , nobody will touch
anyone else ' s property. And that was the truth - back t hen.
K .D.

Letters

Editor:
In response to Mr. Schmidt's comment
on the library's new "Stop and Frisk"
law , ma y we say tha t only a "damn
crook " would feel like one . Ha vi ng
worked behind the circulation desk for
some time now, we are able to hear
many remarks both favorable and unfavorable about the library . You can be
sure that people like Mr. Schmidt, who
object to being "frisked, " are among
the minority . When we have explained
to the intelligent, understanding student
why the attendant is there, it is accepted with quiet applause.
Obviously Mr. S. did not read the "Library Bulletin" in which an account of
Amnesty Day was given . If he did, he
would have noted that over 250 UNCHARGED items were returned to us.
This means that the library had no record of these books and could not give
poor Mr. S. any information of their
whereabouts if he were in need of them .
He would probably be very upset but
what could we do? There was no guard
then .
We would like to add one more point.
If Mr. S. would have checked his facts
as to whether this is done at other
institutions, he would have found that
N.I.S .C . was one of the few schools

ESPOSITO

(for adults) that did NOT previously
have this "reform school provision".
We do not pre-judge Mr . Schmidt or
any other student of N.I.S.C. We cannot
do this , therefore we must stop all and
discrimina te agains t none .
Mrs . Nikki Fritts
Ron Battles
July 24, 1968
Open letter to
Miss Evelyn Domingsil :
I congratulate you on the award by
Gamma Alpha Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma . This award recognizes achievements and the promise of success in
teaching .
It is particularly appropriate that
this award be i n honor of Mrs. Marcella
Krueger, who serves as an outstanding
example of why teaching is a profession and why we as professionals set
high standards of excellence .
I hope you wi 11 en joy your career
and I hope it wi 11 be as successful as
Mrs. Krueger's . I know Delta Kappa
Gamma wi 11 be proud of you.
Sincerely,
Jerome M . Sachs
President

ITEicffl SERVICE

EXPERT MECHANICAL WORK
Have your car serviced while you're in school.
Remember we accept most major oil co. credit cards.
3426 W. BRYN MAWR
For Fast Road Service Phone 588·9&19
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SPORT
NISC TIES

FOR FIFTH IN FINALS

Northeastern Illinois State's one man weight-lifting team of Alan Ball traveled
to the University of Southwestern Louisiana recently to participate in the 1968
National Weight-Lifting Championships . During the two day meet he was able to
out- muscle all but one opponent and placed second, nationally, in the heavy
weight di vision.
Alan, whose 233 pound frame entitles him to compete in the heavy weight division would have won it all had not it been decided that all the competitors would
lift in the one division . The only contestant to surpass his total of 940 was Joe
Murray who we1ghed in at far over the 242 required to remain in the heavy weight
grouping. Murray, who, by right , should have compeated in a super heavy weight
division won the title with a total of 1080.
This was Alan ' s first national title and when this reporter questioned him, he
gave every indication that he is ready and quite able to go back in 1969 and capture the title that should have been his. One other bright spot was the fact that
for his efforts Northeastern Illinois State tied with the University of Miami for
fifth place nationally in team standings. Both schools had a total of four points .
His very respectable totals were 305 in the press, 295 in the snatch, and 340 in
the C&J. Placing third, far behind this Golden Eagle was Lenard Holmes with a
total of 800 even.
Mr. Gus Ziagos, head of the phys ical education department said of Alan , "it
was truly a great achievement and he is to be commended for his fine work."
Afan has also expressed his hope that others in the school as well as in other
schools will take interest in this rapidly growing sport and get together with him
to build a championship team. He also made mention of the fact that it doe sn't
always take a vast amount of strength, and that skill and determination are just
as much a part of success as muscle. Anyone interested may contact him in the
gym office.

TEAM RESULTS
1. Univers ity of Southwestern Lou isi an a ........ .. .. ......... .... ............ .................. ... ...... 30
2. Howard Un ivers ity-Wa shington D.C. .............. ............. .... ..................... .... .. .... .. . 11
3. Western Reserve University-Oh io.. .... ........ .... ....... .... ... ...... .. ... .......... ... .... .... .... ....

6

4. Southern Me~hod ist University ....... ......... ..... ......................... ....... ........... .. ...... ....
San Franc isco Sta te ... ........... .. ...... .. ... ..... ............. ........... ..... ........... ...... .... ........ ......
Penn State Univer si ty .... ..... .... ... .......... .. ...... ..... .... .. ......... .. .... ..... ............... ........ ....
Westchester State of Pa ... ..... ........... ............ .. ... .... ................ .... ............. .. ... .......... .

5
5
5
5

5. NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE-CHICAGO ...... ... ............... ......... ..... .... .....

4

Un ivers ity of Miam i ..... ............... ........ .. .......... .... ............. ....... .. .. .... ... ..... ..... ...........

4

6 . McNeese State College of La . .............. .... .... ............ ...... ........ .. ...... .. ............. ........
Northwestern State of La ............ ........... .. .. ..... ... ... ....... ........ .. ..... ................. ........ ..

3
3

7. Unive rsity of Texas .. ....... .... ..... ...... ...... ... ..... .. ... .. ........ ..... ... .... ....... .... ........ ......... ...
Un iversity of Maryland............. .............. ......... ..... ...... ..... .. ..... ......... .......... .. ..... ...... .

2
2

HEAVY WEIGHT RESULTS
1. Joe Murray
Un iver s ity of Southwestern L a . .................... ...... ......... .

P ress Snt. C&J Total
390
300 390 1080

2. Alan Ball
Northeastern Illinois State Col l ege

305

295 340

940

3. Lenard Holmes
McNeese State College of La ... ....... ... ........ .. ............ ... .

290

230

800

280

President Sachs congratulates Alan Ball after he captured second place in the 1968 National Weightlifting Championships. Looking on is Mr . Gus Ziagos , head of the Physical Education Dept

AXE WHIPS TKE
Sunday, July 27, was witness to the
first Intrafraternity Athletic Event held
at NISC. TKE, the school's oldest fraternity, weighed their skill in softball
with ten of AXE's finest. The teams
were closely matched , as the final score
of 13-12 in AXE's favor indicated .
TKE led the game in the first inning
1-0 . In the top of the second, AXE
scored two runs, taking the le a d, but
only to be put back when TKE score d
and took the lead 3-2 .
In the thi rd inning, AXE ran away
with the game, and ke pt th e lead. In the
last inning, with the score 13-9, TKE
rallied, but they were stopped short of
the victory.
More outstanding than the physical
prowess of both sides was the sportsmanship dis p 1 aye d by all. John Berquist and Tony Wizowaty , Presidents
of the two fraternities, agreed th a t the
athletic competition between the two
fr a ternitie s in creased the spirit of
brotherhood, and th a t more competi tion
will be seen shortly . The two fr a ternities are planning a pushball contest in
the fall.
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GIRLS SQUASH STATE 17-15
Coach Ron Faloona said that there were better days coming and he was ri ght as
last July 24th his girls team held off a determined Chicago State College ten to
gain a narrow 17- 15 victory on the winners field
.Northeastern pounded out 24 hits enroute to their first win of the year, and first
i n their brief history. Last season they lost to the Circle Campus and Concordia
. and earlier this year they were beaten once again by the Circle. The girls presented coach Faloona with a shirt before the game but the best part of the whole day
proved to be the win which was fought for and taken in a see-saw battle.
State started out fast with three runs in the first inning and four more in the
second . Northeastern's only tally to that point had come on the strength of a pair
of singles and three straight outs in the first. Pitcher Betty Guzik then proceeded
to hold State Scoreless in both the third and fourth while her team mates went to
work on what was to be a frustrated Ch"icago State pitcher.
I n the third, the gals sent 14 batters to the plate and managed to push across
eight runs on nine hits to take the lead at 9-7. The highlite of the inning as well
as of the game proved to be Linda Larson's two run triple which tied the game.
Northeastern didn ' t stop there as they scored three more in both the fourth and
fifth and a pair in the sixth to clinch the victory.

BOX SCORE
Chicago State
Mary F.
Mary S.

2B

Barb N.

CF

1B

ss

Mary K.
Mickey
LF
p
Jul ie
Arlene
C
Maryanne RF
Sue
3B
Totals

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS

AB
5
5
5

R
1
2
2

4

4
4

4

1
0
0
1

5
5
1
2

5
5
5
5

4
43

15

H
1
3
3
3

27

Marie K.
Carolyn
Carol S.
Pam 0.
Terr i L.
L inda L .
Carol B.

Ellen P .
Betty G.
June B.
T ota l s

LINE SCORE

Chi cage State
NORTHEASTERN

3 4 0 0 4 0 4
1 0 8 3 3 2 X

-

15
17

ss
3B
LF
SC
CF
lB
C
2B

p

RF

AB

4
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
41

R
2
2
3
1
2

l
1
1
3
1
17

H
2

4
2
1
3
2
1
2

4
3
24

What was the purpose of those two deep holes men dug on the south side of the
building a couple of weeks ago?
--the beginning stages of Bohemi an National Cemetary-East?
--the creation of an earth science lab for "total involvement studies " ?
--the search for an innovative passageway to India?
Actually, the holes were being transformed into air wells for ve ntilation of downstairs areas, according to Francis George , superintendent of the building and
grounds. They are to provide ventilation for the data processing area and a new
book stacking area in the library. This is part of the second phase of the total
three-phase air conditioning and ventilation system,
The system, when completed within a half-year, will have cost a total of a half
million dollars . The final phase is a central master control unit for the operation.
Mysterious boring noise, resembling the sounds of giant insects from a Japanese movie, intermittent 1 y interrupted classes as workmen drilled thro ugh the
foundation.
The few inconveniences, hills of dirt, and workmen will be gone soon, replaced
by the eleven foot deep wells.
Gene Corey

-.

